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Guide to Products
At JB Cutting, we make it easy for you and your customers to get exactly what’s wanted. This guide offers 

assistance in ordering multiple panels, glass doors (mullions), lazy susan doors, crown moldings and accessories.

JB Cutting can tailor custom products to meet your exact specifications. We are continuously striving 

to bring new and innovative products and processes to our customers. We welcome your requests for 

quotations and offer project/volume discounts.

Due to the ever-changing nature of our industry, the current stock colors are available online at our website: 

www.jbcutting.com. Don’t see the exact color you need? Our relationships with multiple vendors allow us to 

bring in other colors. Custom colors and products may incur additional expenses and lengthen lead times.

Should you require additional information or have any questions, please contact us at 586.468.4765 or email 

doororders@jbcutting.com.

How To Care For Thermofoil Products
As with any material, smoke, oils, grease and sunlight will wear and discolor thermofoil. Fortunately, keeping 

thermofoil parts clean and looking new is very easily done. 

Everyday spills and splatters can be cleaned with warm water and mild soap. If desired, a non-waxing spray 

polish will revitalize the dirty and aging parts. Harsh chemicals and cleansers such as acetone and lacquer 

thinners are unnecessary and will permanently damage thermofoil. 

Thermofoil is sensitive to long-term heat exposure. Please keep this in mind when designing a kitchen layout. 

A heat shield is needed to deflect the heat generated by stoves, ovens and small appliances. It is always 

suggested to use stovetop hoods when cooking to help disperse heat properly.

Glass retainer molding
Doors can be routered for adhesive-type (left) or gasket-type (right) glass installation. Please specify  

type with your order. Visible MDF core is painted black, almond, or white at an additional cost.

Gasket-type installationAdhesive-type installation
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Slab trim pieces can be ordered using the 
B100 code. Pick one outside profile for all edges or 
choose multiple outside profiles on different edges.

Also available in 1” & 2” widths
A151 is 1” in width
A110 is 2” in width
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